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SafeAudio for Kids

FEATURES

‧Tailor Made for Kids    ‧Safe Audio  ‧Foldable     ‧Adjustable Headband
‧Sweat Wicking Fabric    ‧Super Durable  ‧Decorative Stickers             ‧BuddyCable for Sharing       
‧High-performance Mic    ‧Travel Bag  ‧Extra Spare Cable 

BuddyPhones® School+ is the easy choice for parents whose children use headphones in educational settings.  Volume-lim-
iting circuitry caps loudness at the World Health Organisation’s recommended 85dB safe level while a high quality beam mic 
picks up the child’s voice clearly and minimizes distracting background noise. The headband pad and ear cushions were 
chosen for extreme comfort and can be worn for extended periods with ease. 

Super Durable Adjustable
& foldable

Sweat Wicking Decorative Stickers Detachable Mic

Hygiene is paramount in a school setting where equipment is frequently touched and shared. BuddyPhones® School+ is 
constructed with clean and smooth plastic surfaces that are easy to wipe down. Similarly, the high tech ear cushions are 
anti-allergy, sweat proof and washable.



SHIPPING INFO

‧ MASTER CARTON   30pcs / Single color
‧ DIMENSION/WEIGHT 45.5 x 33.7 x 61.8cm / 11.2kg
‧ INNER CARTON                 10pcs / Single color
‧ DIMENSION/WEIGHT 35 x 19 x 23cm / 3kg
‧ SINGLE PACKAGING English/French/Spanish/German
‧ DIMENSION/WEIGHT 18.3 x 6.2 x 22.1cm / 0.31kg
‧ TARIFF CODE  851830

SPECIFICATIONS

‧ DRIVER UNIT:       30mm Neodymium 
‧ IMPEDANCE:       32 oHM
‧ SENSITIVITY:       85 +/-3dB @1mW 1kHz
‧ FREQUENCY:      20-20kHz
‧ CORD:        1.4m
‧ PLUG:        Gold Plated 3.5mm

BUDDYPHONES SCHOOL+ YELLOW
PR.CODE: BP-SCHOOLP-YELLOW
EAN: 0630282193000
UPC: 630282193000

BUDDYPHONES SCHOOL+ GREEN
PR.CODE: BP-SCHOOLP-GREEN
EAN: 0696952227215
UPC: 696952227215

BUDDYPHONES SCHOOL+ BLUE
PR.CODE: BP-SCHOOLP-BLUE
EAN: 0630282193031
UPC: 630282193031

BUDDYPHONES SCHOOL+ PINK
PR.CODE: BP-SCHOOLP-PINK
EAN: 0630282193024
UPC: 630282193024

Stickers

The beam mic cable sports an in-line answer call button and comes with our patented BuddyJack system which allows mul-
tiple listeners to share a single device. The headphones are foldable and the beam mic is detachable allowing for compact 
storage and transportation.  A standard audio cable is included in the package so that these versatile headphones are just 
as convenient to use on trips as they are at school or at home.
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